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Gyan Vaishnav has been a prominent Punjabi vegetarian
restaurant in the Vidhan Sabha area of Lucknow, serving
popular punjabi delicacies to fulfill the palate of the capital’s
residents since its establishment in ...

About Us
Gyan Vaishnav has been a prominent Punjabi vegetarian restaurant in the Vidhan Sabha area
of Lucknow, serving popular punjabi delicacies to fulfill the palate of the capital’s residents
since its establishment in 1972. With its sprawling two decked area, home-like food, quick
service seating and a value for money menu to choose from, it has seen families and
professionals of all kinds patronize its tasty flavors from all parts of Lucknow. The promoters
of GVH popularly known as Mamaji & Kakaji have for the past 42 years made sure that they
make every visit to the restaurant worth its while with a menu ranging from popular Soups
and Salads to sumptuous Thalis and its highly sought after Kheer, which is a destination dish
for a lot of visitors. Favorite food items the restaurant serves include Cholle, Rajmah, Matar
Paneer, Punjabi Kadhi, the zingy Chilli Paneer among others. It is a one of its kind restaurant
in lucknow which offers both quick-eat items for the young college going crowd (like Bhatura
Chana, Puri Cholle) at unbeatable prices and also acts as a full-service restaurant which
families seeking the tastiest Punjabi food have flocked to for years. The restaurant also has
spacious cabins which have been a hit for birthday parties, special events and which even
families have specially book for themselves to have a great time. Head out to our place if you
really want to taste the best Lucknow has to offer in...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/gyan-vaishnav-hotel/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS

Dinner Facilities

AC Room Service

Restaurant Service

Luxury Room Service
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